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'Hi
Spirits!'
SIDELINES
Box Office
Open Mon.
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With PHIFER

trman Junkers . . . .

' \ J e r the old imperial regime used
longingly about "Der
speak
j " the day on which Germany's
,
>les might once more prove their
'• i. priority to the degraded naL 0n either side of the virile

if v'rh"'-tomorrow is Pacific's! — need
' te be said? Professor John
ic« Mbbe had a lot to do with makni; I I Pacific's "Der Tag" the great.J"Gras" of them all by secur•h
la half hour spot on the C. R. S.
1

n

•

• . .

fi s i d e r i n g Pacific's "Muddy
ss," we can't help remembering
old Irish couple who habitually
t out on the front porch to
their swing. Or hadn't you
d about the backward individwho thought that jive was a
v kind of spice and that gates
e to be swung on—not to

Large Cast Performs
In Rogers' Musical
Comedy Next Week
With the box office being thrown
open on Monday, March 13, lastweek rehearsals are proceeding in
full swing for Harold Rogers' new
est musical comedy, "Hi! Spirits!"
a joint presentation of Pacific's
Little Theatre and the Conserva
tory of Music.
With a cast of more than thirty
students members of the Little
Theatre and Conservatory, the
Rogers "original" will be produced
in the Auditorium three nights be
ginning next Thursday, March 16.
WEIRD PLOT
The plot in brief gives a small
idea of the comedy used by the stu
dent playwright.
Mrs. Hanna Flynn-Gilman-Forsythe, a dizzy and eccentric mother
of three promising daughters, finds
herself in a pecular situation when
all of her husbands are brought
back from the dead during a
seanca. Each of the men tries to
straighten out the love-affair of
his own daughter, for each girl has
a dear, departed papa. From then
on the situation closely resembles
a four-alarm fire.
CAPABLE CAST
The large cast is starring Mar
garet George, Lucien Scott, Rich
ard Briggs, Vada Ward, Audrey
Krasnow, Doris Rankin, Hazel Uip,
Harmon Ginn, Marge Lee, Barbara
Harrison, Charlotte Smith, Leiw
Ford, Ted Appman, Les Knoles,
Bill Workman, Doug Cossitt, Bill
Ramsey, and Ruth Crane.
Seats may be secured by reser
vation only, so don't postpone se
curing your favorite spot for the
evening of March 16, 17, or Hi,"
urges Art Farey, manager of the
Little Theatre.
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Vocational
Guidance
Plans Set

HEAD MAN

Pacific Awaits Fourth
Annual Costume Ball

Coronation Ceremony, Half-Hour Broadcast Highlights;
Les Hite Swings As Grand March Is Eliminated

PSA To Sponsor
New Type Program
April 18, 19, 20
An entirely different vocational
guidance program sponsored and
financed by the Pacific Student As
sociation will go into effect Tues
day, April 18, continuing through
April 20.
The student committee of John
Blinn, chairman, Kenneth Klaas,
Jean Ferguson, Charlotte Meeske,
Marie Nichols, and Erwin Farley,
PSA president, and the faculty
committee of Dean Opal Berg and
Dean J. H. Corson are working on
tentative plans to bring in speakers
from representative vocations to
address students.
FACULTY CHOOSE
"The theory back of this voca
tional guidance program," said
Dean Corson, "is that the faculty
can analyze the student better than
can visitors." In the previous three
years, experts in the field of vo
cational guidance have spoken and
granted interviews to Pacific stu
dents.
Typical of the speeches to be
given was the one given yesterday
at 10:45 by Lieutenant Kerr of
the United States Coast Guard
service, who spoke to men in
terested in aviation as a profession.
BRALYE'S IDEA
The idea of the student body's
sponsoring and directing this pro
gram was brought back from the
National Student Federation Con
vention by George Bralye last year.
A similar program has been under
way at the University of California
at Los Angeles, and has proven
beneficial.
.These tentative plans will be
planned in detail by the appointed
faculty and student committees,
which will be enlarged to Include
others to be announced later.

"With virtually all Pacificdom breathlessly awaiting the zero hour, the fourth
annual Mardi Gras of the Pacific Student Association goes over the top tomorrow
night at 9 at the Stockton Civic Memorial Auditorium. Culminating weeks of in
tense preparation, led by General Chairman Trevor Griffiths, members of the
PSA, the alumni association, faculty and their guests—to the number of an
expected 800 couples—will storm the citadel of Old King Gloom and raise aloft the
•triumphant

—
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VETERAN GIVES FINAL'
GRAS INSTRUCTIONS

QUEEN CORONATION
Having conquered in the name of
carnival, the revelers will crown
one of their fairest representatives
"Queen of the Mardi Gras." Elected
ERWIN FARLEY, PSA presi
by members of the student body
dent, who this week received a
last Thursday, "Her Royal Majesty"
year's scholarship from the Na
Chairman of the fourth annual
Anything Can Happen (And Generally Does)
will be officially revealed with fit
tional Institute of Public Affairs in
Mardi Gras to be staged tomorrow
ting pomp and ceremony at 10:45
Washington, D. C.
At Tigertown's Big Annual Blowout
night is TREVOR GRIFFITHS.
-q-k'lhe annual celebration also
p. m., entitled to rule over the
M» ' i:
merry crowd until the 1 a. m.
''"RLE pgs up the subject of dates,
By BUFORD BUSH
tumed personality and swish in a closing.
lie that subject is one of the
slug of fun.
Boom. Boom!
The queen will be one of the
-"•wn lmost considerations of male
Serve half-baked and mad with following representatives of campus
Wrong! It's just tomorrow night
• ; 1 female minds alike, we'd like
women's living groups: Margaret
on the Pacific campus and the iperriment.
0PM include one of our favorite
Follow that with theme varia Trabert, Epsilon Lambda Sigma;
aforementioned
loud
noises
are
lericks, a gem gleaned from the
of the deafening silence. And it's tions nad inspirational, spontane Minnie Sawyer, Alpha Theta Tau;
dec IV istian Science Monitor,
merely the reverberating echoes ous skyhooting, personal brain Junan Bronzich, Mu Zeta Rho;
ny girl can be gay in a classy
so creepily quiet that a goodnite waves—and think of the memories Helen Hall, Tau Kappa Kappa;
JPe.
Jimmie Wood, Women's Hall; Effie
kiss would sound like a blowout. for the scrap book of time!
. n a taxi they all can be jolly,
WHAT TO EXPECT—
Calderwood, Manor Hall. RunnersNational Institute
Why
this
almost
illegal
solitude?
. jut the girl worth while
Other Stockton J. C.
It's a magnificent celebration— up in the PSA balloting will be
Relax—it's merely the law of com
Grants Internship
lr*o,,s the one who can smile
of nothing. No rhyme, no reason, maids-of-honor in "Her Majesty's"
Entrants
Rank
Well
pensation
in
application.
Said
law
Thile you're taking her home
merely states that "where the but oh, what rhythm! It's the retinue.
To PSA Prexy
' M ihe trolley.
Up At Los Angeles
•. Jitk
stress and strain is greatest, off massed joy of hundred of indi HITE HOT
Leading the musical bombard
Hugh P. A. • . • • « • •
set by increasing the resistance." vidual imbued with a desire to be
One of fifty outstanding seniors
For the second straight time There's no strain on the Pacific somebody else—in something else ment at the Seeyopee costume ball
irvi jljmewhat in the same vein from
and graduate students from all
Bill Biddick won for the Stockton campus. In fact it's quiet as the
in the mystic masquerade of the will be Les Hite and his "Hold
J opposite point of view is this
Junior College a championship ghost of a departed love.
delightful unknown. It's imagina Tight" howitzers, sepia swingsters
over America to receive the coveted
. if exchange. It illustrates how
trophy in extemporaneous speak
tive dress in all variation, includ of wide reputation. An half-hour
je a young man's G. P. A. has
internship in the National Institute
But look to the South—listen!
broadcast from 11 to 11:30 p. m.
ing when he took first place over
J do with his Girl Panicking
Right! It's a riot. More resist ing the extreme right and the ex
of Publio Affairs, Erwin C. Farley
over the California Radio System
a field from eight schools at the
treme
left.
,Mlity.
ance for they're a-stressing and awill have the opportunity this fall
network
will feature the music of
district
Phi
Rho
Pi
forensic
tour
But
costumes
aren't
all,
and
the
— .lather: Well, young lady, I 'can't
straining at the Auditorium. More
Hite, bring the spirit of the Gras
nament held last week-end at the
to observe the workings of the fed
why you don't like Horace.
pressure; for It's the Mardi Gras, transportation system has its mo to listeners throughout the State.
University of Southern California.
ments—in everything from a tan
eral government from the inside.
so intelligent—why, he's a
served hot as Hite.
With KWG as the local outlet,
dem by bicycle to a crutches and
ing encyclopedia,
HOT COMPETITION
The National Institute of Public
WHAT A RECIPE
wheel chairs. Don't be discouraged, other members of CBS are KFBK,
laughter: Yes. I know all that.
Every year Phi Rho Pi, national
Affairs has as its aim the tie-up
Now no worthy recipe has ever while the greatest story has never Sacramento; KERN, Bakersfield:
I'd rather have somebody with
honorary junior college forensic
of college and government by a
been
concocted for a scintillating, been written neither has anyone KMJ, Fresno; KFWB, Los Angeles;
r.
system of government interns. These
society, holds a regional tourna
Beach; KYA, San
festivating
Mardi Gras, but grab Mardi Grased in the local gar KFOX, Long
ment for member schools from all
Interns are appointed as full-time
Francisco. 1
ing About
an
apron
and
a
big
spoon
and
bage
wagon.
over California. This year marks
assistants in one of the depart
John Crabbe, who arranged the
mobiles reminds us of time
Remember as you flare in a
the first year that representatives let's get stirring on our special
ments of the federal government.
broadcast, will handle the an
D. (Before Women Drivers.)
of the local Junior College have rendition of a "Mardi Gras Mag burst of glory in all your finery nouncing of "Pacific Mardi Gras
These positions are unpaid, though
1915 you wouldn't have seen
that funny things happen at the
attended that tournament, and con nificent."
the
internship
carries
with
it
free
on the Air."
d you looked—hundreds of
Quick! a dash of the rainbow Mardi Gras, and that when it
sequently the first victory in Cali
tuition
to
the
courses
in
the
School
OTHER FEATURES
g school girls lounging lazily
sprayed wildly through a light rains one usually carries an um
fornia Phi Rho Pi competition.
of Public Affairs and the Graduate
Decoration in the typical New
Kjind the wheels of assorted gasoCan America protect her peace
Eight schools, including Glen- foam thrill. Break into a kaleido brella. Sc> secret around your per Orleans carnival vein will trans
School
of
American
University
in
<e buggies. No, indeed!
An essay contest open to all col dale J. C., Bakersfield J. C., Los scope of color one large chunk son In places of swift and im
through neutrality? If not, should Washington.
form the Civic Auditorium into a
liuite a change we've expen we revise or condemn entirely our
The period of internship lasts one lege students was announced this Angeles City College, Long Beach of hilarity, and without missing a mediate manipulation these small blaze of color, according to Bob
ded! Penetrating even the cam- present neutrality laws?
year, after which interns usually week by Advertising Age, national J.C., Pasadena J. C., and other well beat, fold in a generous squirt of articles of value: Four large Bastian and Artelle Baxter, who
of Nrvad*
ji of the College of the Pacific—
These questions will form tfce continue graduate study or enter advertising journal, in Chicago. known junior colleges participated expectation, a pinch of wonder safety pins, needle and thread,
stilt
promise several new ideas In Pa
jjckton, California, United States, basis for discussion at the regular
ment, and allow to steep in the strong adhesive tape, string, glue, cific Gras adornment.
the public service. The record of Prizes totalling $1000 in cash and in the two day tournament.
uino
tern Hemisphere (the last es- meeting of the International Af
Biddick's victory came over a throbbing wail of a moaning trum nonchalantness for emergencies,
those who passed through this including a trip to the New York
Also free to the merrymakers
ially important since Lima)— fairs Club next Tuesday at 3:j20
strong field of entries from the pet. It's dreaming and tangy. and—if you're King Arthur—sev will be refreshments of cider and
training in past years has been World's Fair are to be awarded.
• bininity in the driver's seat un- in the S. C. A. rooms.
The
contest
calls
for
essays
not
majority of these schools, each Now sprinkle desire lightly on the eral yards of baling wire.
outstanding, many universities
cookies, the use of the checkrooms.
SPECI'dibtedly was an important facParticipating in the preparatory recognizing the internship as a more than 1000 words in length on competing institution being allowed wings of gaiety and brown deliAlso, things at a Mardi Gras are Head Man Griffiths has stated
_ Mi' in determining the present discussion will be symposium panel year's credit toward higher degrees. the subject, "How Advertising only three representatives in ex ciously in the mad-cap of Paci
never quite what they seem. Be that there will he two checkrooms
GE ] (Jr "iking regulations laid down by consisting of Carl Fuller, who w(U Farley is the first one of the Benefits the Consumer." The fol temporaneous speaking.
fic's premier celebration.
careful what you disturb. That open to the dancers.
Student Affairs Committees,
lowing
simple
rules
must
be
ob
analyze the problem and draw tqe graduating class of 1939 to receive
Now softly add a date—fall, surrealistic Interpretation may be
Another innovation of major im
OTHER
RESULTS
'he olden times have vanished— issues involved; Gladys Bartholo definite opportunity for graduate served:
c 1/
blonde, and sparkling or slim, Erwin Farley masquerading as the portance is the elimination of the
j Pv IS
1. This contest is open to any
For the second straight time
em days has gone forever." mew and Martin Pulich, who wjll study. Unless for some unforeseen
dark, and vibrant.
"Dawn of Spring." Remember it Grand March. "This has been
j jjak and male that we are, we present solutions to the questiqn reason he should decide to decline one enrolled as an undergraduate Claude Hogan and Allen Breed
Pour without cooling into a cos pays to be observing and discreet! done," announced Griffiths, "to
^Jl't resist the insidious tempta- of retention or revision of our neu the proferred internship, his work student in any high school, col came very close to qualifying for
speed up the dance, prevent a lag
lege or university in and around competition beyond the preliminary
,n to print a couple of the best trality legislation: and Gregg will begin September 19.
in the tempo of the event."
Stockton.
rounds. Their record In the south
men driver" cracks that have Phifer, who will analyze the solu
COSTUME AWARDS
land
duplicated
the
three
victories
2.
Essays
must
not
exceed
1000
ched our ears.
tions in an attempt to arrive at a
Fifteen prizes for costumes In
words in length and must be writ and two defeats they sustained In
ile teaching a course called plan of action.
three divisions, students, alumni,
the
Pacifio
Invitational
Tourna
ten,
or
typewritten,
on
one
side
. ; ,vhe Bible As Literature," one of
An open discussion will be held
faculty, will be awarded according
of the paper.
ment.
to color, originality, and to the
M r local pastors was saying, "And after the symposium presentation
Lois Archibald and Dorothy
3. Contestant's full name, school
t's wife looked back and turned As usual, refreshments will be
best-matched couple in each sec
The Stockton Junior College var or college, course, class year and Guerln, debating with Bill Biddick
^.o a pillar of salt."
served during the latter period.
tion. Through the efforts of Jerry
complete
home
address
must
be
as
helper
on
both
sides
of
the
sity
team
of
Claude
Hogan
and
stirred in the back of
— " 0 0omeone
n
Membership dues of the Inter
Cicinato, local merchants have con
room. "Typical woman driver," national Affairs Club are due now, Allen Breed will represent the Pa given on a separate sheet, attached question, also won three debates
A touring squad of four College
"The Father," directed by Rich tributed prizes, mainly in the form
ne a sleepy voice.
twenty-five cents being the sum cific Student Association In a non- securely to the manuscript. This and lost two, one of their victories of the Pacifio debaters and their ard Mirski, will be the Studio of merchandise orders, to bp given
Jhen there's this old question required. Support of the club's ac decision debate against the Cali information must not appear on coming the easy way of a bye.
coach are visiting the Bay Region Theatre production for the nights out at 11:30. Judging of the cos
asionally b a n di e d
around, tivities comes entirely from the fornia Aggies in the S. C. A. rooms the manuscript itself.
tumes by an impartial jury will
4. Manuscripts must be mailed
today for a series of four debates of March 23, 24, and 25.
at 4:15 this afternoon.
ow's your wife getting on with dues-paying members.
take place from 10:30 to 11:30.
or
delivered
to
the
Stockton
Record
Portraying the conflict of human
r driving lessons?"
against traditional opponents.
For those seeking costumes at
Essay
Contest
Editor
by
midnight,
.,j'Not so good. She took a turn
The men's varsity teams, Erwin minds, for which the Swedish the last minute, there are still a
April 14, 1939.
CfJb'T the worse yesterday."
Farley and John Fanucchi, Gregg dramatist, August Strindburg, was few available In the S.C.A rooms
5. All manuscripts after being
of Anderson Hall. Jane Jordan
• fioc*
ytippy Love
judged by the Record judges will
Phifer and Martin Pulich, are now noted, the play will be presented in
states that the rooms will he open
s
('Dear Emily Post: I have
in San Francisco. Accompanying an entirely new form. Director
be sent on to Advertising Age to
According to John Crabbe, direc the local squad is Professor Ed Mirski will attempt, through unique until 9 p. m. tonight and from
• **
k /Jughter just eighteen who has a
compete in the national contest
9 a. m. to noon tomorrow.
tor
of
Pacific's
Radio
Studio,
the
! of boy friends. The worst of it
and will become the property of
ward S. Betz, associate director of settings, costuming, lighting, and RULES ENFORCED
majority
of
this
week's
radio
pro
jthat they don't know when to
characterizations,
to
prove
that
Advertising Age.
forensics.
In accordance with the recom
ive. Even the milk man doesn't
realism can be done more effec
6. The decision of the judges will grams have been transcribed and
Early
Sign-Up
For
Spring
Vacation
mendations of the Administrative
S. F. STATE FIRST
sent
to
the
Educational
Radio
Pro
fm to make them realize that
tively in an expressionistic way au
be final. In case of a tie, duplicate
Committee of C. O. P. and the Per
gram Contest at Columbia. The
l is time to go home. What can
Tour Largest In Pacific History
prizes will be awarded.
First debate will be at 10:30 lieu of naturalistic.
sonnel Committee of Stockton J. C.,
broadcasts
competing
include
Ra
|do in a tactful way to let her
He is handling his actors to give
Pacific students interested are
dio Stage, Musical Portraits, Pa this morning against San Francisco emotional freedom according to professional bouncers will be em
y friends know it's time to leave?
The largest group ever signed to Kroek, Haworth Jonte, Robert advised to see Professor Fenix for
State
College.
Farley
and
Fanucchi
ployed for every exit and entrance
cific Symposium, and the Book
Signed: Worried 'Older Genera- attend one of Pacific's annual Cook, Robert Harris, Virginia Nel further details.
will have the negative side of the mood and action as set by the of the Auditorium and only stu
Revue
Program.
jn' Father."
drama itself in the hope of pro
Death Valley tours has been list son, George Alklns, Jack Blinn,
Radio Stage presents the horror PI Kappa Delta "pump-priming" ducing more potently the message dents who are not under the In
{'Dear Worried 'Older Genera- ed by co-directors Bawden and Marit Branstead, William Burd,
question. This is a return debate,
fluence of liquor and who are prop
show
entitled
"A
Traveler's
Story,'
>n' Father: Here is the suggestion Jonte for this year's trip to be Francis Branstead, Effie Calderthe first one taking place several of the characters and play. This erly attired are to he admitted.
another
of
the
series
of
Guy
de
at has been found most suited held during spring vacation.
method is a new experiment in the
wood,
Melvln
Caviglia,
Jack
These regulations will he strictly
Maupassant's short stories, with months ago at the College of the guidance of both the actors and
present times and conditions
Transportation seems to be one Churchill, John Cox, Rose Duggin,
Pacific where Fanucchi and Pulich
enforced throughout the evening,
Herman
Spindt,
Les
Knoles,
and
play.
sually pass through the room of the main difficulties faced at Erwin Farley, Kenneth Fergu
upheld the affirmative.
with students free to leave and
John Fanuccinl, at 7:30 tonight.
The cast will include Henry Hob•th a box of breakfast food.
About noon Pulich and Phifer
this time, and if any one knows of son, Kipp Gimple, Henrietta Gra
re-enter the Auditorium at any
"The Life of Peter Tschaikow
son, Evelyn Barnett, Bob Laning,
Signed: Emily."
some person who would like to ham, Geraldlne Griggs.
sky," is to be featured on Musical will meet the University of San Pierce Young, Alice Abdallah, Jean time.
All
Junior
College
students
Other students signed for the
Francisco on the negative side of
go on the trip and can offer the
So there you have it, Pacific. To
learning!
Portraits, Tuesday at 2:00.
who expect to graduate from
the same subject. For years this Caubu, and Jack Holmes.
neighboring minister has this services of his car, It would be trip: Margaret Harmon, Leslie
morrow night adds another chapter
"Policies
of
the
Western
Hemis
the Stockton Junior College
Knoles, Barbara Laddon, Patricia
to Seeyopee's glowing Mardi Gras
{jerestlng experience to report. He appreciated by the directors.
phere," written by Martin Pulich, debate has been a traditional one
with the title Associate of
MoNamara, Robert McCarthy, Elhistory. Dot 'er boom!
advertised for a man servant. DOW COST
will discuss echoes of the Lima for Pacific debaters in their visit
Arts
at
the
June,
1939
com
to the Bay Region.
®arly the next morning a brightThe total cost of the trip i« wood Moffltt, Harold Monogham
Conference
on
Pacific
Symposium
mencement must file an ap
lAing young fellow rang the door $30.50, including food, transporta Dick Morrall, Charles Penberthy,
at 2:30 Thursday afternoon.
plication for graduation at
AFTERNOON CHAT
'it Without asking questions the tion, swimming fees, boat rides, Frank Pursel, James Hideout
Other features from the Campus
the office of the Junior Col
Marabelle
Rodier,
Nathelia
Stand
Minister said, "Can you start the and the Boulder Dam trip. If,
At 3:30 in the afternoon Fanucchi
Studio next week:
Norman Lamb, president of the
lege registrar, according to
in the mornings and get break- however, a person furnishes a car, ish, Stan Shane, Robert Shedd,
Dr. Knoles' "World Today" will and Farley will meet representa local chapter of Alpha Gamma O p
announcement from that ofice.
Subscribers to the Library Shell
James Raitt, Bonnie Smith, Mary
at seven o'clock?"
tives of San Francisco J. C. on the Sigma, state-wide honor society for
be heard at 11:15 on Monday.
his fee will be $10.50.
It is imperative that these
guess so," weakly replied the
On Wednesday, Book Parade will negative side of the "pump-prim junior colleges, presided over the will he glad to know that this new
Teachers who are listed as at Stone, William Stone, Richard
applications be filed at once
dng man.
be heard at 11:00 and Campus Cor ing" question. An audience de initial meeting of the semester collection will be officially opened
tending are the following: Helen Toms, John Travaille, Rosalie
so that the Registrar's Office
'"Well," said the preacher, "can Danner, Nancy Toms, Grace Cor- Trevarrow, Ruth Vudden, William
cision will be rendered in this de Wednesday night. Dr. Allan Waldo, on March 15, 1939.
respondent at 2:00.
may check unit standings and
Mr. A. C. Gerould, head librarian,
'U polish the silver, wash the nog, Josephine Smith, Fred Clark, Villaruy, Lenord Ward, Del Wes
John Fanucchi, who is a varsity bate.
co-sponsor of the group with Mis«
grade point averages. All stu
announced today that he has sent
shes, wash windows, scrub floors,
lebater,
presented
his
script
on
The
American
Institute
of
Bank
cott
and
Henry
Bennett.
Marie
Breniman,
presented
the
of
dents who are now in their
Clarence Larson, Allen Waldo,
ld keep the house tidy?"
for the books on the first list de
Our Penal System" for Pacific ing's San Francisco branch will ficial charter to the organization.
This group already number
fourth semester should file
George Eby, Herbert Telsh, Jack
^ "Listen!" exclaimed the puzzled
Symposium at 2:30 Thursday. The furnish the opposition for Pulich
Doris Guernsey was elected sec cided upon and expects to have all
over
85
persons,
and
many
more
this
application.
Blanks
may
Arnold and Dean J. H. Corson.
toig man. "I came here to see
problem was approached largely and Phifer, the local team uphold retary. Dues and pins signifying of them ready for use at that time.
Students who are planning to go applications are expected to be S be obtained at the Registrar's
Anyone interested in subscribing
out getting married, but if that s
from the standpoint of its philoso- ing the affirmative side of the temporary or permanent member
turned
in
before
the
trip
gets
un
Office,
Room
106.
may see Mr. Gerould at any time.
•' phie&l justification.
question in their evening debate.
fiat I've got to worry about I'll are as follows: Karl Hansen, Rich der-way April 1.
ship were discussed.
ard Pubmire, Grant Colliver, Graf
(ip it"

Erwin Farley
Receives
Scholarship

Club Discusses
Peace Problem
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Know Tomorrow

BOOMS TOMORROW NIGHT!
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Pacific Will

College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, March 10, 1939
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Biddick Wins
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Essay Contest
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COP Debaters Mirski Directs
Meet Four
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JC Debaters Clash
With Aggies Today
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PACIFIC WEEKLY, FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 1939

IT'S HERE, CHILLUNS!

IT'S HERE!

After long weeks of waiting, Pacific's fourth an
nual jubilee time has rolled around once again and
frolic history is on the verge of repeating itself, in
overtones more grandiose than ever.
Begun in 1936 by Max the Wise, the Mardi Gras
has risen to the forefront of all Pacific social affairs
in the space of three short years, the two subse
quent years finding Edward the Kind (who had chairmanned the first carnival) and Louis the Precise at
taching increasing significance to the event. Both of
these mighty rulers chose Vincent Peck to head Gras
arrangements, and both years the choice was welljustified by the results.
Now in the reign of Erwin the Bewildered (Stock
ton J. C., PSA, no student body cards, etc.) the scepter
has fallen on the head of Trevor Griffiths, who has
fallen to with a vim. Griffiths and his committee
men and women 'have worked hard and now, on the
eve of the fourth Mardi Gras, stand forth with the
proclamation that all is in readiness.
Therefore, with not' much further ado about cos
tumes and stuff, we hope, it behooves all good Pacificites to LET THE OLD MARDI SPIRIT BOOM
TOMORROW NIGHT! The Gras, like other good
things, comes but once a year. Now, if ever, is the
time for all good men to come to the Civic Memorial
Auditorium and bong the old welkin in the noggin.
Let joy reign unconfined, within the wise limitations
outlined last week. In short, hilarity without head
aches.
Pacific Student Association's Mardi Gras—the
newest and fastest-growing Pacific tradition! To
morrow night's the night to keep it rolling and give
it an extra shove in the right direction of bigger and
better carnivals with less and less disturbances,
MORE FUN FOR ALL!

CONGRATULATIONS
A full measure of editorial plaudits are herewith
tendered Erwin C. Farley, president of the Pacific
Student Association, upon his appointment to an in
ternship by the National Institute of Public Affairs.
Prerequisites for the more than three hundred out
standing candidates from leading American colleges
and universities who competed for the fifty positions
include the following: high scholastic standing, ex
ceptional ualities of character and ability, an aptitude
for leadership, definite interest in public affairs. That
Farley compared favorably with the highly selective
group against which he competed is a tribute both to
him and to the College of the Pacific.
' First of the 1939 graduates of the College of the
Pacific to receive positions for advanced study, Far
ley will have an exceptional opportunity to observe
the operations of the federal government from an in
side vantage point. Put together a rare opportunity
like that and a young man with the ambition and
the rare capabilities for leadership President Farley
has demonstrated on the local campus, and the result
cannot help spelling "success."—G. P.

COI.'EGUNI
VIA RAY GROSSE
We've often wondered why col
lege newspapers don't take up the
torch once in a while concerning
some flaming issue close to the
hearts of its readers. Anyway, It
"done'' our ticker good to so« the

job the Chicago Maroon did on
bookie and gambling joints prac
tically on the grounds. All the par
ticulars concerning each one were
published on the front page, yet
the police either ignored it or
laughed it off. It was a beautiful
piece of buck-passing, yet the citi
zens patronized the places so ex
tensively that new ones were open
ing
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HERE IT IS, FOLKS!
Icre&rt
Pacific's second Radio Poll went
over with such a bang that there HITE OF SWING
are too many individual items to
Well, just one more night
list below this time, so a second and we'll be in the groove
week must be taken to include Les Hite's cats. Here's hoping fost
u
all the names mentioned. Today's they're nothing short of teri '
nr*t T
report will include only the most because the local gates will Ltid8- j who
By TWINCHELL
voted upon classifications. See next their ears peeled for some n#**1*'
FOURTH RACE ... 6 Furlongs week's "Cat's Whisker" for the re jive. And if it isn't solid, the
"1<J'
•
Purse $10,000 For maidens
maining tallies.
will be heard for miles arounf ' '
lying
23 Yrs. and under
Hite, who has played | j, rec«
DANCE BANDS: Kyser won over
Probable
.'
Artie Shaw by five votes, the score frequently in the past few yfj v be-caUS
She s
Odds
being 38 to 33. Tommy Dorsey, 12; has always had a fine show" fjrst tin,<L „
3-2 JUNAN BRONZICH — Sharp Garber, 3; Battalinsky, Duchin, d a n c e o u t f i t . H i s c o n t i n u e d p ! ( I a l ^ c 1 1 , v :
now; figures best.
Tucker, Hoff, Savitt, Hite, Kemp, larity in Los Angeles shows
5-2 JIMMIE WOOD—May spill W. King, Glen Miller, Noble, War his band is a sender because ' ffeek
dope bucket; watch this one ing, Larry Clinton, Blue Barron, S o u t h e r n C i t y i s o n e o f t h e / * '
r !! '
6-1 MINNIE SA . 7YER — Might all got one vote each. Ennis, Lom- swing areas in the nation.
eU8.lty °
never be headed; improved
bardo, Krupa and Himber got five. cats can depend on the fact f C"5S Juan H'"
8-1 EFFIE CALDERWOOD — Sudy got 11 votes. Heidt, Phil Hite will put on a marvelous s lP"® ',e 1S only «Pr ln«
Closed strong in last; danger Harris, Shep Fields, Himber, got Colored bands always have J8 , •
ous.
; pr< ('
four each. Goodman got 8 votes. it over their paler brethren ii '
10-1 MARGARET TRABERT
Kaye, 7. B. Rogers, Martin, Busse, w a y t h a t t h e y s e l l t h e m s e l v e U s > n a " , b , t t l e <
the public.
, sflioke p
Pulled up lame the other day. Gray, two.
and
MUSSO
FOUND!
^rlty 'r0^t
12-1 HELEN HALL—Need a fire
VOCALISTS: (Popular) Crosby,
under this one.
At least! The final dope ^-inning
^
, ll;
last term's favorite won again with
lhc i' ' ,
f.
d
thi
For my own protection, I'll omit 55 votes to Kenny Baker's 44. come in concerning the Vido JL (or
sch
'1'
the weights, the other technical de Maxine Sullivan got ten. Ella Fitz Gus Arnheim question. It sijscc.
tails, and the cracks about carrying gerald, Martha Tilton, Nelson Eddy, that Musso brought his bam
too much weight.
(I can' just Frances Langford all got five each. Treasure Island from Los Ang • '
:
hear someone saying "Isn't that big Ross, Bee Wayne, Tony Martin, but found that his name wt,f for the
of him.")
Sargent, Deanna Durbin, Nelssen of sufficient drawing power to . 0f the • ven--"AFTER THE GRAS . . . which is and Harmon Ginn, (C. O. P. Vocal ickie population of San Franc be? Herro Snr
1
Accordingly, Gus Arnheim
"Come On
f
skipping a lot ... I have been re ist) got two votes apiece. The rest
w
over
the
fronting
of
the
bandf
°
played
in
quested by the Student's Commit got one each, Simms, Faye, Dick
AJs°' W<"
tee for Preservation of Collegiate son, Kate Smith, Vallee, Gracie Musso is holding down a chai" jjjte.
the
sax
section.
But,
don't
fof
nt
of '
geme
Morals to request you not to throw Allen, Waters, Elizabeth Tilton,
to be in'
cheeseburgers at Tiny's as the Jack Leonard, Don Ameche, Ed. Musso is one of the top tenor
cheese is melted and soils cos Howard, Jean Sab Ion, Hazel in the game today, and he's J' • _ wul be f
ing himself plenty of glory ui
tumes ... if you must, leave out Warner, Perry Como and Dick
Arnheim's batonning.
the Mardi Gra -don t
the cheese . . . and the onions be Powell. Back to Nature Lamour WHY IS IT?
got
six,
bless
her
heart.
cause they stink, frankly . .
late or you won't
This brings up another odd q
Also to please conduct yourselves
VOCALISTS: (Clasical) Nelson in the public psychology th<r c locl! in the
(
like gentlemen at the bars .
Eddy wins again with 61 votes, getting more noticeable all]
give your stools to the ladies and Tibbetts, 17; Crooks, 14; J. C.
time. It has to do with the aijy H g d S
do not try to earn set-ups by tell Thomas, 12; Lily Pons, 10; Marian ciation of a fine musician's v'J
Anderson, 8; Margaret Speaks, 5; by the dancing crowds in
ing bar-flies they can sing. .
Lastly, remember that those going Jeanette MacDonald, three; Kenny to his position in the orchest:
to the hat check room after the Baker, and Allan Jones, two; and
For some reason, side men <
dance crawl imder and the outgo Frank Parker, Ben. Gigii, Grace who are working in the banP""" C o u n c i l met
Moore,
Swarthout,
Benny
Good
j evening, March 1
ing customers crawl over . . . com
salaried performers) are n
Bei
plications arose last time in one of man, Igor Gorin, Durbin, Charlie more appreciated by the audi#offlcer;s
"
the subterranean human passages. McCarthy, Little Benny, Suzie Cue, than leaders of the bands. J1'A'pha Kappa
Hazel Warner, Franchio White, like Harry James (ex-Goocr elected 10
THANKS TO THE GRAS .
the C. O. P. and Stockton Junior Eddie Cantor and Kirsten Flag- map), Bunny Berigan (also|mity $rouPThe weather forecaster was College campus will be inhabited stad, all got one vote each. (Some
Goodman man), and Sonny If the preslder.' Pat
hauled up before the judge for this week end. . . . Really, it's a of the voting was peculiar, but
ham (Casa Loma man) cotlicted secretary-:
speeding.
everything
is
being
put
down
as
thrill to walk across the campus on
themselves with glory while jucil.
Judge: I will let you off this Sundays and see one of your old was found on the ballots.
ing as soloists in their respeitbesday night, a
time with $10, but next time you school mates ... it got so for a COMEDIAN: Jack Benny still
outfits, but their success as le4i amendment
civ
will go to jail.
while none of Bava's crew would reigns Pacific's favorite with 81 of bands is problematical.
}m was held. Final
Weatherman: Sort of a weather work on the Pacific Ave. frontage votes in his favor. McCarthy is
Sonny Dunham provides a tiding which to k
report, isn't it?
. . . people pointed at them and losing ground in comparison with example of what happens tori
fere formulated
Judge: What do you mean?
laughed or cast them sympathetic last term's voting, for he received outstanding soloist when he si
Weatherman: Fine today, cooler
looks . . . they figured the rest of only 21 votes this semester. Fred his own outfit. Dunham, a fea'
tomorrow.
us were locked up and that the Allen was one below McCarthy and performer with Casa Loma
State Farm was a mile or so closer Bob Hope had 12 students rooting many years, decided to try lei
Laurie Applegarth, Geraldine Tan than they thought . . . Pete Whi- for him; Eddie Canter, seven; his own combination a coupli
ner, Bill Hunefeld Jr., Barney Ber taker had people afraid to walk by Robert Benchley, three; Crosby is years back. Accordingly, he
nR.-Tue.
nard, A1 Liedstrand, Bill Scantle- the college.
considered funny by two voters, Glen Gray his
m. notice and emb;
bury, Bruce Moorhead, John Lucas, WHICH SUGGESTS THAT .
and the rest, Lew Lehr, Living on his promising career as a I'lGCdoin IMnu''
Mj
Earl Kramer, and Gene Minson.
there are still a few things to do stone, Burns, Don Ameche, Sher man. From all appearances, he] J'. Urgim,
in Stockton, Gates . . . with Spring man, Frank Morgan, G. Allen, W. C. a cinch to suceed. Dunham mf, Service of the
HI SPOTS IN HI SPIRITS
Fields, Brice and Uncle Ezra got a fine appearance, and his y ""fa-Joa a Lidi)
First big thrill of the show is and all . . . here we are within one vote each.
on the trumpet and trombone j
reach
of
snow,
mountains,
lakes,
Ruth Crane's rendition of "You
STATIONS KPO, 73; KSFO, 8; a class by itself. But Sonny pif J5"17— W < ,i
rl
rivers,
fishing,
hunting
and
parcheAin't Lived." If she effects you
KWG, 2; KGO, 3; KGDM, 2; KRE, a terrific bust as a band 1^ ^kilspin"
only half so much as she did G. si , . . even marriage if you recall 2: and KTRB, KFRC, KFI and and was only too glad to get j'^ <
n<.t
you'll still have a big moment in Reno. ... Of course, we can't fur KFBK got 1 vote each.
to the brass section of the (,""U
< lnc'r Kelly)
Keli»,
nish
another
boy
friend
like
the
store. Who'd of thunk that we had
NEXT .WEEK: "The Cat's Loma Band (where he is n
a voice and personality like that one in Oakland or Milpitas .
Whisker"
will tell you the rest.
featured solo(st and the jitter!
hidden in a monogrammed uni but you could make him jog down
THANK YOU: To the students pride and joy). For a solid
here
once
in
awhile
.
..
and
let
peo
form at-the Cub House?)
and faculty who voted and to the listen to his work on Casa Loi
ple know we have a college around
untiring and freely given efforts disc of "Memories of You."
Then, as if Ruth wasn't enough, here after Friday noon
of a host of tabulators on the poll.
Berigan is another fine exa:
the trio—Margaret Lee, Charlotte
SO WE SUGGEST . . . You get
I FORGOT: To thank Mr. Clyde of this odd situation. As a
Smith and Barbara Harrison—come
out of bed in time for breakfast
Vandeburg for his two season man, his work was eaten up b; ev
into the second chorus and start
on Saturday mornings. . . . The
passes to the Exposition, which he the hep cats. Now, as a lei
all over again giving you a funny
Kingpin fries a wicked egg, you'll
sent recently. One went to "Boss" he is barely tolerated. In fact
feeling all up and down your back
find . . . jump into the appropri Becker and the other, well, what band has just broken up an<
Their voices are blended perfectly,
ate dungarees or dungaroos . .
do you think? Press Club entrance has had' to start an entirely j
making you feel that you're listen
and grabbing some little deal from cards came with the passes, too. combination. It looks like Bti
ing to one voice do three parts all
the
Dorm
or
the
Circle,
head
for
is going to run into plenty
We'll be using them!
at once.
skiing territory ... or roll up
HERB CAEN: Thanks to the trouble.
IT'S NOT ALL SPICE" came
a little repast and race out to "It's News To Me" columnist of
James is still an unkil
next in the list as sung by Bill
Jenny Lind ... or jog over to the the S. F. Chronicle for his efforts quantity as a leader, but it wouj
Workman, Doug Cossitt and Bill
Pacific Pool or tennis courts for in behalf of "The Cat's Whisker" surprise us a bit to see his ]
Ramsey. .These are Hannah's dead
a morning workout that will put and his letters of great encourage larity as a soloist take a s
husbands, and their barber-shop
back the glint in your eye. . . , ment from time to time.
drop. The public's funny that
style and characterizations will
95
Get
in the swing of Spring, Gates.
slay you.
AS FOR THE NIGHT LIFE . . .
Other songs to watch for in the
it's still to be found if you get up
first act are "Soliloquy for Three"
a crowd . . . and I don't mean
Published every Friday during the College year by th® Pa
and "About You."
eating peanuts up on the roost of Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24,
MORE GOOD TUNES
the conventional Saturday Night at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3,
Just a peek into the second act Show . , . the farm hand's para Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in
to find: Ruth Crane doing a little dise. . . . The Trail Blazing Com tion 1103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
number called "Helter Skelter mittee of the things-to-do society
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50 A YEAR
Skater"—and Ruth skating . . . has discovered a little spot with
Luclen Scott putting over a ditty a new deal in entertainment . . .
1938
Member
W39
titled "Flitter Bug"—and Luke remember the old Congo Club . . .
actually jitter bugging . . . and well, that isn't it . . . but the en
Dick Briggs giving a goofily ro tertainers are and they're at THE
mantic characterization with his SOUTHERN CLUB on the South
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
"Little Pet." The song is a honey, End of San Joaquin St. . . . where
RICHARD EAT
but with the added dance routine the old Plymouth Rock and later BILL BECKER
l*t«®t
Manager V
Aloha Gardens were ... and from
s
puts it right up on top.
Editor
the Southern fried chicken-hot bis Phone 9-9121 or 3-2234
Phone 9-9121 or 2
MOOD, ATMOSPHERE
cuits-honey dinner down to the tapER SUMPIN'
routines of the inlmitables "Teddy"
STAFF
To attend one of the rehearsals the place is a "Top Notch Deal"
NEWS: Editor—Gregg Phifer.
,
of HI SPIRITS is something new.
with a hot band for your itch
Copy Desk and Rewrite—Janet McGinnis, Dot Stegall. I
Usually in the beginning of a pro ing feet ... and prices that don't
Brocklehurst, Margaret Mclntyre.
duction every one is serious be even draw a beef from the college
Reporters; Bonnie Smith, Charlotte Peterson, Kathryn MacDol
cause he needs concentration on students ... ail they need is a Clio Abercrombie, Gail Scheere, Jack Hidy, Gladys Sanguinetti, L
his work. At the end things lighten crowd
. and those husky dus- Lou Childs, Betty Lou Parker, Oliver Malcolmsen, Norman Li
and liven up a bit, but an air of kies take off.
Janet Porter.
business prevails. But you should
Then there's always Matteoni's
see the cast of this show! They
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Dixon.
. . where old men have their
Reporters: Jean Miller, Janice Morrill, Frances Hull, Janet B<
were all so astonished at the pos birthday parries ... or the hotels
sibilities offered by Hal's show occasionally for a big jig . . . or Barbara Caswell, Pat Carson.
they fell to with something new the Stockton Hotel which we heariSPORTS: Editor—Alex Donsker.
in vim, vigor and gusto. All thru, ly endorse for all features . . . add
Reporters: Jack Price, Harry Du Praw, Francis Hellman,
they sing each song as if it were country club dances . . . The CocoaBrennan.
the only one in the show. Vitality, nut Grove when they have a
co-operation, enthusiasm, are the "groove orchestra."—See Sapiro for
FEATURES: Editor—Dot Stegall.
roots describing this group. There announcements. He'll give you a
Associates: Buford Bush, Ray Grosse, Gladys Hughes, G
is no sillyness, no waste of time, send . . or something worse . . . Harvey, Ralph Trembley, Bonnie Smith, Henry Hobson, George I
but the light, peppy fun of it all or at last resort, go down to that fuss, Herman Sapiro, Gail Scheere.
will be felt by th" audience.
show anyway . . . but stick oround
ART: Editor—Bob Bastian.
So "Hail to Thee Blithe Spirits" a few week-ends, Pacificites, and
Associate—Dave Matthews.
—and Keep Vin Hi!!
let's all get acquainted.
Staff Photographer—Dick Riddsll.
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AFTER THREE YEARS
of effort, Pacific's baseball-minded undergrads have
achieved recognition as a school team. At the Tues
day meeting of the Board of Athletic Control, that
omnipotent group voted to give baseball full stand
ing as a major varsity sport at Pacific for the first
time in over a decade. This marks a signal victory
for the diamond enthusiasts at C. O. P., but important
as it is, the battle is by no means over.
The Board of Athletic Control did not approve
the original plan of the PSA Executive Committee
to finance the sport this spring and the problem of
supporting the team this season has been tossed back
to the student high council. It is expected that the
Ex. Committee will make an appropriation to the
squad from the general reserve fund of the PSA treas
ury, which contribution, together with any allotment
that can be made by the Athletic Department from
the present spring sports appropriation, should see
baseball through. Having supported the project thus
far, it would be sad, indeed, if the Ex. Committee let
it fall now.
In addition to the financial angle, there is also
the question of conflicting sports to be ironed out.
Several of the boys on the baseball squad are also out
for football, track or some other sport, practice times
of which are simultaneous with the diamond sessions.
However, there is no doubt but that a satisfactory
solution can be reached, whereby the baseballers can
be free to play. This is absolutely essential to the
life of the sport here this spring.
Early replies to "feelers" to other schools indi
cate that the Bengal horsehiders can get a goodly
number of games with northern California collegiate
teams. Therefore, as soon as all the preliminary de
tails can be ironed out, and that must be this week,
the'Pacific baseball team will be ready to go. The
progress of the sport this spring will largely deter
mine its future at Pacific. Despite the late start,
there is no reason why baseball should not be suc
cessful this season, provided that the above obstacles
are overcome.

Mother

—By BASTIAN

You Can't Win
(An Ancient Ballad)
By BONNIE SMITH
(Who Knows)
Chorus . .
Oh dear what can the matter
be,
Dear, dear, what can the
matter be?
Oh dear, what can the matter
be?
What'll we wear to the
Gras ? ? ?
Girl . .
I'm thinking of wearing a red
striped stocking,
A couple of fig leaves to
make me look shocking,
A cellophane hula to start peo
ple talking,
About what I wear to the
Gras.
Boy . .
I could go as a picnic and
bring my beer with me,
I'd feel so secure if I had it
here with me,
I could spread out a blanket
—invite all to cheer me,
Yes, that's what I'll do at
the Gras.
Girl . .
I'll dress as a lady, in feathers
and laces.
I'll feel like a queen and
make elegant faces.
But gosh darn it all, my front
teeth have braces,
And that wouldn't go at the
Gras.
Boy . .
Let's go as night owls; I'll
bring some beer with me,
I'll feel so content if I have
it here with me,
A Gras's not a Gras unless I
have it near me,
Oh, what'll we wear to the
Gras?
Girt . .
Let's go as a couple of income
assessors,
Or dig up some old clothes
and go as professors,
Let's dress up in long robes
and go as confessors,
And save all the souls at the
Gras.
Boy . .
Let's go as priests attending
a christening,
Or dress up like darkies
with black faces glisten
ing,
Oh, darn it all now, you're
not even listening!
Let's wait till the night of
the Gras.
Chorus . .
Oh dear what can the matter
be,
Dear, dear, what can the
matter be?
Oh dear, what can the matter
be?
We've no ideas for the Gras.

Alice Hall Returns
From Asilomar
Meet In South

BACKSTAGE

By GAIL SCHEEME
CITOYEN! COMRADE! TOVARICH1 ARISE!
G. wouldn't have any trouble at
all If she could only remember all
the beautiful and complimentary
words in the world. She's just put
them down and allot every member
of the cast of HI SPIRITS an even
number; then she'd sit back in
peace and quiet. She rattled on last
week telling you all about how
swell the play with music was, but
she neglected to mention plot, cast,
and incidental stuff like that. So
comes it now!
The main theme of the ridiculous
plot is this: Effie Brown, a plain,
honest-to-goodness "real girl," con
cocts a strange mixture when she
is young. It appeals to the hoi
polloi, and, at the time the story
opens, Effie is a millionairess.
She is playing hostess to "crack
pot" and much-married sister, Han
nah, who has three daughters, not
much money left from her three
dead husbands' estates, and a de
sire to marry an old duffer called
Waldo Peebles. Along with these
idiosyncrasies, Hannah claims a
strange allergy to gasoline, service
stations, and oil.
Also in Effie's mansion are Han
nah's three daughters, Gwen, Bob
bie, and Reenie; who get them
selves secretly engaged to three
respective
service station
at
tendants. This is a nice little situa
tion in the first place, but when
a nutty spiritualist descends upon
the party and calls Hannah's three
husbands back from the peaceful
dead—well, just wait till you see!
"DRAMATIS PERSONNY"
Hannah Flynn-Gilman-Forsythe is
played by Margaret George; Effie
Brown is portrayed by Ruth Cranp;
Waldo Peebles is done by Dick
Briggs; Charlotte Smith, Barbara
Harrison and Margaret Lee play
the three daughters—Bobbie Gilman, Reenie Flynn and Gwen Forsythe respectively.
The three
swains are Les Knoles as Jay
Wallace, Lew Ford as Jim Bar
rett, and Ted UpVman as Ricky
Randolph.
Hannah's three husbands who peturn to a chaotic life are portrayed
by Bill Workman as Jon Forsythe,
Doug Cossitt as Chris Gilman, and
Bill Ramsey as Joe Flynn. Lucien Scott plays Bitters, a goofy
butler; Audrey Krasnow is Laura;
Doris Rankin is Gladys; Vada
Ward, Irma; Harmon Ginn, Mr.
Piddington; and that takes care
of the featured characters.

Back from the big Asilomar plan
ning committee meeting down
South came Alice Hall early this
week after a highly interesting
week-end.
Miss Hall left late Friday after
noon and returned early Monday
from the Southern California meet
In the chorus are Charlotte
ing which will soon be followed Meeske, Barbara Albertson, Ruth
by a Northern meeting of the same Coward, Dorothy Braghetta, Bar- j
nature.
bura Caswell, Constance Moore,
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Dorm Dance

seems
that last week we
^Sw'ed the scoop of the week.
'V;
in the mail from the Ex-com' .„
k the Student Affairs comln u^ule, Olson's secretary (number
the 1)163 Committee remind
"
iat Gregg Phifer escorted the
,l °h ( jng Gladys Bartholomew to
' Vi
*1 ,'!^e "Ghost of Yankee Doodle."
* 1ft'
ppy birthday next Tuesday to
'
£an Noteware, who will be
n <h»
(1)1 years old.
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c "!je Shaw is receiving congratuis this week because she's an
*
ijfor the first time. She's almost
' 4ppy as Ma Lynch was to have
tl)
, :'!little granddaughter
visiting
1 n*rv-10 IK.
^*8 itfher last week.
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k.^ ,On %a rw ^
^est ski casualty on the Seecampus is Juan Bronzich;
It
kll
P*
' »*!i Tver, the ankle is only sprained,
tid
»
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•
lh bids in and preferences
* - flJ the smoke of battle dies
ftii: '
on sorority front and the
q ... ' -are beginning to get together
plans for the annual Xnterl«nd f. l|ty dance, scheduled for the
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• V s STUFF for the Mardi Gras!
'Jighlight of the evening of
"*»• G«,7fcghlh
will be Herm Sapiro's ar. F?!*0* of
will
fcment of "Come On You
"•Wlrtf da^kmeni
"•'"lion. 0,7jry Tigers" played in swing
Hite. Also, we hear,
'
°f th* wl by Les Hi
arrangement of "Pacific
todx ?fw arrange
••If
' fl and a new song to be intro[ ^ty „
"d that evening will be features
WHY IJ IT?
' e event.
after the Mardi Gras—don't
too late or you won't be able
>k the clock in the face.

tley Heads
r-Fraternity
er-fraternity Council met
•rs) j esday evening, March 1, for
by j on of officers. Dick Bentley,
of •-< dent of Alpha Kappa Phi fra!imei jty was elected to head the
ny B'rigu fraternity group.
'"i : isting the president, Pat Dun• rrYas elected secretary-treasurer
'*
~ S • ie Council.
•« a ti«»t Wednesday night, a dis• • bn on amendments to club
ibloNtio itutions was held. Final plans
in prt: ie bidding which took place
»tv.y 'day were formulated and an» * «•.
bed.
fie. Dariai
CM
rs. deckl id to
comblMtSai

k. ACCCltta Mnr. 12-1-1 Slln.-Tue.

' 'Let Freedom Ring"

* **A"' Ison Eddy, Virginia Brnce)
appttrWftecret Service of the Air"
-llonnlrt Rengan-John Litel)
• vsr.ce. tt
-•
*D<1 Wl Mar. 15-17—-Wetl.-FrJ.
ButM

Zetagatheans" Informal Is
Mothers Are Plan For
Honored

"Tailspin"

I ice Faye, Constance Bennett,
ui
Nancy Kelly)
Hventiires of Jane Arden"
Towne, William Gargan

Mothers of members of the ZetaPlans for the spring informal to
gathean society were luncheon
guests yesterday of Miss Lorraine be given by Women's Hall April 14
Knoles, Mrs. Ralph Brady and were discussed at the house meet
Mrs. Charles Gulick—three patron- ing held Monday, Mr.rch 6.
esses of the society.
Barbara Laddon, Lois Bugbee
Setting for the event was the de- and Betty Fullerton were ap
hghtful home of Dr. and Mrs. Tully pointed to audition orchestras.
The Pythian Castle or a down
C. Knoles on the campus. Spring
town hotel were suggested as pos
flowers formed the decorations.
Included in the guest list were sible places to hold the dance, but
Mrs. Irvine Singleton, president of plans are as yet indefinite.
Betty Kirkpatrick was selected as
the Zetagathean Mothers' Club;
Mrs. Marguerite Atchley, Mrs. d! chairman of decorations.
At the conclusion of the meet
J. Vignola, Mrs. C. S. Houser, Mrs".
D. D. Griggs, Mrs. E. V. Kientz, ing, colored moving pictures were
Mrs. F. E. Buoy, Mrs. F. S. Camp shown by Ruth Udden of her re
bell, Mrs. M. Sanguinetti, Mrs. L. cent trip to Panama.
J. Schmidt, Mrs. Mary T. Kenyon,
Mrs. K. W. Mitchell.
Mrs. J. S. Phelps, Mrs. D. A.
Breitweiser, Mrs. Clarence Frede
ricks, Mrs. Edward Bertelson, Mrs.
J. D. Elder, Mrs. Thompson, Mrs.
Tully C. Knoles, Mrs. Thomas
Knoles, Miss Opal Berg and Mrs.
Robert Gordon, all of Stockton.
Mrs. T. O. Moore and Mrs. Craw
ford of Tracy, Mrs. Raymond Colvin, Mrs. W. Bishofberger, Mrs.
G. W. Field, Mrs. P. J. McLaugh
lin, and Mrs. Charles McDonald
of Lodi, and Mrs. F. M. Saunders
of Madera.

# * «
Mothers' Club
Plans Party

...

Dinner Ends
Rushing For
Archania
Archania wound up its spring
rushing March second with an in
formal Italian dinner.
President Dick Bentley presided
at a mock meeting, and a report
one the history of the house was
given, as the Alpha Kappa Phi
house is celebrating it's 85th an
niversary this year. Following this,
songs were lead by Karl Rigor.
The remainder of the evening
was spent in playing card games
and pool.

Final plans for a card party to
*
•
*
be held Friday night, March 24,
were discussed at a meeting of the
Rho Lambda Phi Mother's Club
Sunday afternfcon, March 5, at 2:30.
Friday evening the members of
The meeting took place under the the Pacific Cooperative House had
direction of Mrs. Harriet Kientz a "Hard-Time" party in honor of
club president.
their new members.

Co-op Initiates

"Danger In Rushing
Co-ed Says, And
ConfidentiallyBy JANICE MORRILL
It seems odd that Pacific's most
dangerous and exciting sport has
received absolutely no public recog
nition up to now. I refer, of
course, to rushing. (This does not
include fraternity circle.) This ab
sorbing subject, which has hit a
new high as a topic of conversa
tion (not excepting even mid-terms
or the weather) has somehow or
other never managed to break into
print. This is unfair to organized
rushing (or even the kind fostered
at C. O. P.)
Could any photo-finish hold more
suspense than preference day?
Well, that's your opinion—stick to
it. (I'll lay a small side bet with
you that there wasn't a single
feminine finger-nail left on campus
by Tuesday night!)
As for danger—if you, reader,

have ever been present after a
rush party, you'll know what I
mean. More casualties than this
week's crop of ski injuries. (By
the way, have you noticed how
much the Ad. building is beginning
to resemble the Infirmary?) '
Even worse, the before-the-partydecoration-committee may be seen
risking life and limb to hang dodads which will never be noticed
to ceilings from which plaster will
ever after be conspicuous for its
absence.
All of which leads to my humble
petition for your support. Vote for
me on the Down With Rushing
ticket and things will be different
round hyar! My platform briefly:
(1) Absolutely no eligible girls
will be rushed. (This should put
a stop to the whole thing—but
in case it doesn't:
(2) All dinners wilj be post
poned until a date has been
chosen on which no one can at
tend. This policy to be followed
until everybody gives up—
(3) Absolutely no food to be
served. (If this doesn't keep the
gals home or at the Milky with
a guy with filthy lucre, I'll sue
Dale Carnegie.)
(4) If all else fails: Rush them
and get it over! One more tip.
Teacake to win in the third race.
On the nose!

Two weeks of organized rush
ing ended Tuesday when fifty-one
unaffiliated girls formally accepted
bids from one of the four campus
sororities.
Pledging ceremonies generally
followed informal dinners.
MTJ ZETA RHO
Nine girls were pledged to Mu
Zeta Rho sorority Tuesday eve
ning immediately after the in
formal dinner. Frances Hallmark
conducted the impressive ceremony,
and Hertha Rauseh pinned Upon
each candidate the emblem of their
pledge.
Those newly displaying the Mu
Zete pledge pin are Betty Lee
Matthews, Harriet Budin, Eloise
Lambert, Helen Cortelyou, Dorothy
GUerin, Laurie Applegarth, Jane
O'Connor, Kathryn O'Connor, Anne
Schneider. Corsages of pink roses
were presented to each of the new
affiliates.
ALPHA THETA TAU
Eighteen new pledges of Alpha
Theta Tau sorority were guests of
honor at a buffet supper at six
o'clock Tuesday evening. At eleven
o'clock, they were formally pledged
at a candlelight ceremony.
Officiating at the ceremony were
Minnie Sawyer, Verna Dunstan,
and Virginia Weston. Escort work
was by Bea McCarl, and Jackie
Parker is house musician. Decora
tions were in pink and white, and
pledges were presented with cor
sages in those colors.
New Alpha Thetes are Bonnie
Smith, Janet Porter, Jane Grey,
Pat McNamara, Jackie Ritchie,
Roxene Hafele, Marit Branstad,
Laura Frances Blossom, Audrey
Grady, Mary Rice, Esther Norrie,
Sally Hoge, Jane Ketman, Claire
Pratt, Dawn Zuckerman, Doris
Guernsey, Aileen Bolter, and Ruth
Coward.

By DOROTHY EICK
We offer now the culmination
Of many --years of realization
That fashion is a fickle dame,
b'gosh!
Bad poetry, but true sentiment.
We extend as evidence the vast
field of "The Coiffeure la Co-ed."
Considered technically, there are
approximately 765 campus suffers
of the feminine gender. Each has
as averages 100,000 hairs per noggin
in various degrees of coloring from
Poe's raven to the late Harlow's
ravin'! Since most of the sweet
things would feel positively un
dressed, m'deah, with ONE lock
awry, you can plainly see that this
matter of the hair-do is no slight
issue, to be sure.
*

*

*

The outside fashion world seems
gravely concerned on the "up or
down" situation—but that's merely
the alpha of our dilemma. We must
decide, not only on down and uping, but on curling, rolling, wav
ing, and page-boying. Although,
seriously speaking, any of the
above methods is page-boyish,—if
he requires a bit of paging.
»

.

»

slorma Bentley
Sings At Chapel
A lyric soprano solo by Norma
Bentley was the climax of the
YWCA College Chapel last Tues
day morning. Teamed with Miss
Bentley who sang "The Lord's
Prayer," was Vernez Cook, who
played Massenet's "Meditation."
Bob Laning completed the pro
gram with several selections re
volving around the theme of
"Challenge."

Many-nay, most of our fluffywuffies find a happy compromise
in the half-up-ing, half-down-ing
method. That is, up in front, down
behind. (Said method doing better
in hair styles than in spectator
sport crowds.) Outstanding among
the half'n' half women are Lillian
Cohen, Mildred Pores, Jane Keltman, and Marjorie McDonald.
• • •

*

•

Now In Our
New Location

333 E. Main St.
We will be open for . business
at our New Location during
the moving and remodeling.

GLEASON'S
DRUG STORE

333 E. Main St.

Ph. 2-4112-

At a traditional sunrise service
Wednesday morning, eighteen girls
were pledged to Epsilon Lambda
Sigma. The ceremony was con
ducted by Margaret Trabert, Mar
guerite Etzel, and Pat Seavers.
Tuesday evening, the group was
guest of honor at dinner, followed
by an informal program. Following
the breakfast Wednesday morning,
pledges were presented with violet
corsages and handkerchiefs on
which was embroidered the house
emblem.
Epsilon pledges for this semester
are Jeanne Marie Marblestone,
Ruth Stewart, Jacqueline Burton,
Martha Guifford, Lois Bugbee, DeEtte Hamshe, Harriet Henderson,
Mary Kenyon, Betty Kirkpatrick,
Barbara. Laddon, Lillian Kowatch,
Lucille Kowatch, Laverne Lagorio,
Beth Shauer, Eloise Smith, Rosalee
Trevarrow, Ruth Udden, and Merceita Voorhies.
Committees for the affair were,
program, Jean Miller and Lora Lou
Childs. refreshments, Jean Morrall,
Betty Rae Stone, Dorothy Sack,
Betty Fink, and Reba Sinclair;
arrangements, Jean Morgan, Mimi
Gould, Merle Morton, Camille Goff,
and Virginia Sack.
TAU KAPPA KAPPA
Formal pledging services were
held at midnight Tuesday for the
six new pledges of Tau Kappa
Kappa, Margaret Mclntyre, Marnie
Nile, Mildred Field, Rosemary
Strader, Gloria Hopps, and Barbara
Lennox. Preceeding the pledging
formal initiation was held for
Olga Kalmin. Candles and a mixed
bouquet of flowers in house colors
decorated the rooms. The commit
tee in charge of making the ar
rangements was Bobby Gammons,
Holly Hal, Dawn Walters, and Rose
Marie Douglas.

W1bat 1"hey're Wearing

Another grave question facing
the femmes is to bow or not to
bow. The concerns of opinion is
that bow-ing leads to beau-ing, so
the wise are fast becoming pro
ficient in ribbon maneuvers.
• * •

*
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Campus Sororities
Pledge Fifty-One
Spring Rushees

the upward sweep is Artelle Baxter,
and a beautiful job she does, com
pletely vanquishing the whisp-atthe-nape, scraggly-end hazard.
.
.
.
Considering the many charming
styles in vogue, any girl with a
touch of grim determination and a
package of bobby pins can achieve
something in the way of a "crown
ing glory." She's at liberty to pull
it up, pull it down, pull it back,
twist it, braid it, roll it under, roll
it over, or shave it off
BUT—
The obituary we'd love to read—
The funeral procession we've a yen
to lead—
Are for the moronic gal who's
creed
Is—"I've just washed my hair and
can't do a thing with it!"

llllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllll!!llllllllll!llllllllll!lllll!l!ll!lllllllllll!IIIIIIIIMI!llllll!lllllllt
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Non-Sorority
Girls Start
Rushing

Will Coders
Entertain At
Bridge

The Zetagathean Society will
open its rushing season with a
tea Sunday afternoon at the home
of Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Werner on
Knoles Way. The hours will be
from 3 to 5 o'clock, and Miss Har
riett Kientz, president, will receive
the thirty guests.
Miss Doris Bishofberger is gen
eral chairman of rushing events.
Miss Claudlna Houser is chairman
of refreshments, and Miss Mar
garet Haymond of decorations. The
setting will employ spring flowers.
Also greeting the guests will be
the three patronesses—Mrs. Ralph
Brady, Mrs. Charles Gulick, and
Miss Lorraine Knoles.

One of the most delightful of the
Spring parties in faculty circles
was enjoyed by a coterie of friends
of Dr. and Mrs. William D. Coder
at their home last Saturday night.
St. Patrick's day was chosen as
the theme for the bridge party,
and decorations were carried out
with green and white predominat
ing. A buffet table was laid in
the dining room and refreshments
were served throughout the eve
ning.
Green and white corsages were
presented to the ladies and the men
received hats with shamrock's on
them.
Those invited to enjoy the Coder
hospitality for the evening were
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Corson, Dr.
and Mrs. Roy McCall, Mrs. McCall's
mother, Mrs. Hooper, Dr. and Mrs.
Percy Galiegos, Dr. and Mrs. Clar
ence Larson, Dr. and Mrs. Louis
Windmiller, Mr. and Mrs. David
Thornton and Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Betz.

•

*

*

Mrs. Goleman
Speaks At
A. W. S. Meet
"Men and Women Relationships"
was the subject of Mrs. Faye Gole
man, featured speaker at the first
general A. W. S. meeting of the
season, which took place last night
at 8 p. m. in the S. C. A. rooms.
Betty Rae Stone, A. W. S. presi
dent had charge of the meeting
and was aided by Betty Flickenger
and Bernadine Badger
Miss Ethel Mae Hill, Miss Lovella
Hawley and Betty Rae Stone will
represent the College of the Pacific
A. W. S. at the A. W. S.-W. A. A.
convention which will take place
in Fresno March 17 and 18. Miss
Stone plans to present a ten minute
talk on the subject of socialbility
between men and women students.
Three delegates will also be sent
to attend the Central California
A. W. S. meeting which will take
place at the University of California
March 25.
Questionnaires concerning rules
of self government for women have
been sent out by the Pacific
A. W. S. to 90 colleges, junior col
leges and Universities. The com
mittee in charge of the sending
of these questionnaires is headed
by Mae Wygart. Under Miss Wygart are Jane Jordan, Betty Dixon
and Betty Rae Stone.
Members of the nominating com
mittee as appointed by Betty Rae
Stone at a recent council meeting,
are Betty Flickenger, Harriet
Kientz, Florence Malik, Mildred
Baptista and Mary Galton.
*

•

•

New Officers
For Mu Zete
Mothers' Club
Mrs. Carl Rausch was installed
as president for the present semes
ter, succeeding Mrs. L. C. Vannuccini, retiring president, at the
monthly meeting of the Mu Zeta
Rho Mothers' Club last Wednesday,
March 8.
Plans were made by the group
for a rummage sale on the seven
teenth and eighteenth of March.
Announcement was made at the
meeting that the girls of Mu Zeta
Rho will honor their mothers at a
formal tea Sunday, March 19.
Refreshments were served follow
ing the business meeting.
*

*

TIGER R A G
Dear Editor:
Time and time again members
of the student body are being
bawled" out for their disinterested
manner or lack of courtesy shown
speakers that appear at the assem
blies. It is all well and good for
the "powers that be" to draw our
attention to this matter, but has
it ever occurred to them that may
be a better selection of speakers
might be a "cure all?"
Just because someone is a chair
man of a world movement, a presi
dent of a college or an ambassador
from some foreign country, is
really no guarantee that they know
their subject or that they are
worthy of being brought before
1300 students who do appreciate
good talks. Compulsory assemblies
lose their value when poorly
planned.
Whoever is in charge or takes
it upon him or herself to dictate
or. to suggest the speakers we've
had this term, should really take
a lesson in "Audience Appreciation"
or "Mass Psychology" before they
inflict their fellow students or co
workers with the grade of pro
jectionists and expostulators we've
been having. (Signed) H. M. G.

FourHouses
Join In PanHell Formal
Hotel Stockton has been chosen
as the setting for the annual PanHellenic Spring formal Saturday
night, March 18. From nine until
one o'clock, the music of Herm
Sapiro's orchestra will play for
members of the four sororities and
their guests.
Spring flowers will be used decoratively throughout the White
Room of the Hotel and the lobby,
according to Alice Tilton, chair
man of the decoration committee,
and her assistants, Junan Bron
zich, Helen Hall .and Charlotte
Meeske.
Attractive bids in black and white
will repeat the formal note 'of the
evening.
Under the general chairmanship
of Barbara Gammons, president of
the Pan-Hellenic Council, a variety
of committees are handling ar
rangements for the social highlight
of sorority circle.
Hertha Rausch is chairman of
the music committee, assisted by
Muriel Logerwell and Edith Claire
Hixson.
Programs are in charge of Dawn
Walters, together with Jean Mor
rall and June Lane.
Betty Dixon heads the commit
tee for choice of place, and she is
assisted by Virginia Weston, Mar
guerite Etzel and Lois Mae Ventre.
Punch will be served throughout
the evening, according to the plans
of Margaret George, chairman of
the refreshment committee, and
Betty Booth, Merle Morton and
Aline Durst.
Guests of the Pan-Hellenic Coun
cil in the capacity of patrons and
patronesses for the evening will be
Dr. and Mrs. Tully C. Knoles, Mr.
and Mrs. James C. Corson, Miss
Opal Berg, Mr. Robert Fenix, Dr.
and Mrs. Harold Jacoby, and Dr.
and Mrs. Louis Windmiller.
SOC

Dear Editor:
A beef shared by many lately,
including myself, is the growing
pastime of day-long card games
in the social unit, Anderson Hall.
The continuous shouting and beef
ing around have practically driven
out all girls, who used to make
up about 50 per cent of the popu
lation there. Let that be as it
may—I have heard that there are
rules against cards on the campus
—maybe not.
Anyway, if nothing can be done
about it, why not build in a bar,
and make it complete? — If a
name's important—Art Holton.

EVEMAY SHORE
Nat. Per. "Wave ..........92.50
Duart Per. Wave
$3.50
(Dry) Shampoo & Flnsr'wave .50
Wet Shampoo
25
For Appointments
322 Lexington Ave. Phone 2-6555

SIERRA

= THE BEST PLACE TO CO —

W. C. FIELDS
—In-—

"YOU CANT CHEAT
AN HONEST MAN"
with EDGAR BERGEN
and CHARLIE MCCARTHY
ALSO

"EXPOSED"
with GLENDA FARRELL
and OTTO KRTJGER

TWO

*
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S.C.A. Plans Trip
To Hogan Dam

TEENS-FIVE, By Carter
For Sleek Carefree Grace when you
dance, play or study, slip into a Car
ter's pantie girdle! They give you
smooth controlled lines, plus perfect
freedom of action. Many styles and
weights for all youth figures and
activities.

Plans for a trip to Hogan Dam
a week from tomorrow, on March
18, in order to help the progress
of the S. C. A. cabin, have been an
nounced by Mrs. Joyce Jacoby,
The floor boards of the cabin
have already been started.

Brief Pantie
Girdle

1.95
2.50
Pantie Girdle with Boned Front
and Detachable Garters .... 3.50

Long Pantie Girdle with
Detachable Garters

Dawn Walters is a faithful ex
ponent of ye page boy—one of the
few brave wenches who attempt

Benet To Speak
At Club Meet
William Rose Benet, prominent
poet, is to be the guest speaker at
the Philomathean Club , meeting
next Friday, March 17.
In addition to speaking, he is
going to read some of his poetry at
the meeting.

CUB HOUSE
YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM
A GOOD PLACE TO

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

* Gloriously com
fortable . . . flatter
ingly trim and sheer
3-thread Chiffons by
Holeproof. The ex
clusive Non-Slip
Garter Top keeps
them up „ . . clings
gently, yet firmly...
does away with
garter strain—and those ugly
bulges that mar the smartness of
your costume. Dull and clear. In
the newest colors.

1.00 Pr.—3 Pre. 2.85

Kattent Marengo Inc.
Quality Doubly Certified bj Cjoaii I ioui&keepine
and the Belter I abrics letting Bureau
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CARTER'S
COOL
COMFORT

itoufAxitoU,

(Lfa job L faff §/- at

For That Cool Willowy Look
Let a sheer Carter girdle smooth your
waistline, hips and thighs into lovely
slimness. We now have many models
to select from.

1.95 to 5.00
The Holden
Drug Co.
345 E. Weber St.
Telephone Appts. now for com
plimentary facial Mar. 13-18.
Colonial Dames Beauty Week.
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Chico
Mud In Your Eye! Tigers,
Split Cage .
Gridders Go To It Series
Scrimmaging On S o g g y Turf Begins As
Francis Comes Out To Help Stagg
Pacific's Bengal Varsity rolled up another hard
week of the eight week-session of spring football prac
tice by stepping from the usual, early season employ
ment of football fundamentals to the more earnest
business of the well-known gridiron scrimmages.
Last week's practice centered^—
on the conditioning of the team
with a daily routine of ache-re
sulting exercises and a series of
blocking and tackling skirmishes.
This week, with the boys' round
ing into what might be called
their early season form, mud-aplenty can be seen splashing over
the cleat-marked practice turf.

Baseball Still
Hangs Fire;
Report Today

NEW GUARD
Pacific's potentialities for the
past week have risen in number,
both among newcomers and the
experienced veterans. Willis
"Bomber" Boyarsky, fleety fresh
man, loomed lip as a possible ball
carrier in early workouts.
However, Boyarsky has found it
more' to his liking to play at
guard.
Emil Siefert, well remembered
veteran from last year's cham
pionship squad, has delighted
Coach Btagg's watchful eyes dur
ing the past practices with his
swift, swivel-hipped action and
ball handling.
ROGERS IN NEW ROLE
Kenny Rogers, high scoring
player on the Frosh basketball
team, has shown possibilities of
becoming a speedy and deceptive
back. Kenny has played one year
of Junior College ball at end un
der Coach Earl Jackson.
No less outstanding in their re
spective positions have been line
men Bob Wilkinson, Floyd Swagerty, M i l t Greenblatt, S t a n
Vaughn and Tommy Olaeta, Dale
Halbert,
Ray Cooper,
Bobby
Kientz and Doug Vieira, backs, all
of whom have first call on rank
ing positions in the future Ben
gal lineup.
FRANCIS OUT
Prospects for Pacific Varsity's
1939 gridiron season stepped up
another notch early this week
when the familiar football figure
of Ralph Francis, line coach, ap
peared on the field to assist Coach
Stagg in conditioning the cleatmen for the fall campaign. Coach
Francis's late appearance was due
to the Tigers' over-hanging bas
ketball schedule.

Athletic Board Okays
Sport; Men Await
Ex. Comm. Decision

Baseball at Pacific received an
other boost this week with its ap
proval by the Board of Athletic
Control as a major varsity sport,
Final okay on the sport now rests
with the Executive Committee of
the PSA, which held a special
meeting last night to determine
whether or not to make the nec
essary financial allotment to the
team.
SOME GOOD ONES
Outstanding men out for the
squad to-date include Jo-Babe McWilliams, pitcher; First Baseman
Bud Doyle, Fred Garrison, out
fielder, and Earl Harvey, versatile
all-around man who may fit into
the infield at second or third base.
Other candidates who were out
for the practices: Frank McDon
nell, Bill Tolan, Francis Finney,
Milt Greenblatt, Jim Lyons, Herschel Frye, Hugh Hutchins, Trevor
Griffiths, Jack Tulloch, Jim Tu
dor, Sam Cheney, Gene Rotsch,
Eric Jacobsen, Joe Siegfried and
Paul Grenberg.
GAME TOMORROW
If the sun gets in a little work
on the soggy turf, the Bengal
horsesiders hope to play a four
or five inning intra-squad game at
Oak Park tomorrow. Line-ups of
the two teams will be determined
definitely this afternoon, but the
batteries are practically certain to
be McDonnell and Finney for the
Orange squad and McWilliams and
Tolan for the Blacks.
Replies to feelers sent out to
northern California colleges for
games indicate that the Bengals
can get contests with San Jose
State, Fresno State, San Francisco
State and the California Cinnamon
Bears.

Business And Professional Directory
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Forty-Nine Drug Co.

BOB'S

Main & EI Dorado, Th. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemlte, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
ON PACIFIC AVE.

Dr. Marshall C. Turner

COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

DENTISTRY
2319 Pacific Ave.
Phone 8-8362
Hours 9-5
Evenings by Appointment

FRIEDBERGER'S
339 East Main Street
. . '. JEWELERS . ,

For better business positions
H U M P H R E Y S
jSince 1896)

School of Business

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber Stockton

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

Meet The
Sang

PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP

AT

BOBBINN

Hitting their peak for the first
time this season, the "hard luck"
Tigers of Pacific wound up their
1938-39 cage campaign in a fourth
place tie by splitting their final
two game series with the highly
touted Chico State Wildcats at
Red Bluff's gift to Pacific, Hugh*'
Chico. The Bengals won the open "Jo-Babe" McWilliams, consistent
ing contest 42 to 34 and dropped forward-center, led the Bengal cage
the closing game 34 to 27.
team in scoring for the late, unlamented season with a total of
FIRST GAME
159 points in 20 games Playing in
Grabbing the lead early in Fri
every game on the schedule, Mc
day night's opener the Orange and
Black quintet took control of the Williams averaged a cool eight
situation with a brilliant offensive points per game.
Another distinction which the
attack that caught the Wildcats
napping and gave the visiting basketball season brought to the
Tigers a six point edge as they barrel-chested varsity spark-plug
came off the floor between halves. was the winning of the Bravo-McReturning for the last half the Keegan award to the player mak
Bengals, paced by the clever floor ing the highest percentage of foul
Last Saturday the College of the
work of Jo-Babe McWilliams, con shots and committing the fewest
tinued to hold their lead all the personal fouls in proportion to his Pacific varsity tennis team met de
feat at the hands of the San Jose
way, and emerged on the long end average.
State varsity on the local courts,
of a 42 to 34 score, chalking up GOOD EYES
eight matches to one. Russ Pug
one of the major upsets of the
McWilliams sank 39 out of 57
mire saved the Bengals from a
conference season.
free throws for a mark of .687 and shutout by giving Tom Quetin a
SATURDAY TUSSLE
perpetrated only 20 fouls, an aver
6-4, 6-2, drubbing.
The second encounter on Satur age of one per game, all year. Bob
The Tiger netmen were obviously
day evening began in the same Adamina, with eight out of eleven not ready for this match and
fashion as the opening affair, with foul shots, had an average of .727, showed poor form against the
the Francismen playing their easy but 25 fouls cost him the top rank Spartans, who had already played
style and leading 20 to 13 at the ing for the Bravo award.
three matches. Francis Hellman
Adamina, however, will receive suffered his first defeat on the
half-way mark. But as the third
period got underway the game be the Block P medal for the best local courts in intercollegiate play
gan to lose its flavor, with the foul shooting average of the sea at the hands of John Krysiak,
Chico fans and students display son.
ranking State man. Coach Chris
Other high ranking free throw Kjeldsen is attempting to schedule
ing one of the worst exhibitions of
sportsmanship ever witnessed in ers on the Bengal squad were a practice match with the Stock
a Far Western Conference contest. Earle Dahl with seven for eleven, ton Tennis Club, at present, in an
Riding McWilliams and his .636, and Paul Rippon, 25 in 39 attempt to smooth out the Bengal
Bengal cohorts with a steady attempts for .615.
varsity's match play.
stream of chatter and then going RIPPON SECOND
The summary follows:
so far as to deflect their aim on
Trailing pace-setter McWilliams SINGLES
out of bound slays, the Wildcat
in scoring was Rippon, flashy for
1. Krysiak def. Hellman 6-4, 7-5,
followers smeared a black smudge
ward, who was cut down in mid- (S. J ).
across the Staters' reputation that
season by the flu. Rippon tallied
2. Egling def. McBride 6-2, 6-3,
will be hard to erase in future
117 points in 13 games for an aver (S. J.).
competition.
3. Ehle def. Saplro 3-6, 6-1, 6-1,
Pacific's closing defeat was un- age of nine per contest. Higgins,
(S. J.).
doubtably attributable to the out another forward, finished third
4. Pugmire def. Quetin 6-4, 6-2,
side interference from the grand with 109.
(C.O.P.).
Bud
Doyle,
defensive
bulwark
stands and the expulsion of Ed
5. Kifer def. Trembley 7-5, 6-4,
Koehler, steady guard, on fouls at guard, shared honors with Mc
in the second half. The Tigers Williams in playing every game of (S. J.).
. Boscacci def. Wentz 6-0, 6-0,
wound up their Far Western Con the season. Doyle rang the hoop
ference campaign with a tie for for 62 markers during the season. (S. J.).
Other varsity men and their DOUBLES
fourth place with Fresno State,
1. Ehle-Egling def. Hellman-Mcjust missing a tie for third place point totals for the year were: Pat
with Nevada, which a double vic Dunlap 55, Bill Avery 48, Walt Bride 6-4, 6-4 (S. J.).
2. Krysiak-Boscacci def. Sapirotory over the Cats wofild have given Kelly 36, Ed Koehler 33, Bob Ada
mina 24, Lloyd Hoffman 24, Earl Pugmire 3-6, 6-3, 6-3, (S. J.).
them.
3. Quetin-Kifer def. TrembleyBlackie Schlueter, high scoring Dahl 16, Dave Brownell 5.
"Peck's Bad Boy" of the squad Umipeg 9-7, 7-5, (S. J.).
Chico sharpshooter, was high point
o
man for the series with a total of was Pat Dunlap, who committed 32
24 points. Trailing close behind for personal fouls, one more than Bud
second place scoring honors came Doyle. Ed Koehler was third high
Pacific's Jo-Babe McWilliams with in this unenviable department with
28.
21 points.

"Jo-Babe" Also Wins Bravo-McKeegan
Award; Adamina Gets Block P Medal

San Jose Net
Aces Down
Pacific

Pugmire Saves C. 0. P.
Tennis Team From
Spartan Shutout

BOX SCORES:
FIRST GAME

On El Dorado

Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

McWilliams
Brownell
Avery
Tlunlap
Kelly
Doyle
A (lamina
Koehler
Dalil

5
0
2
3
0
3
0
1
0

3
0
0
1
0
0
0
l
0

13
0
4
7
0
6
0

lg

6

42

Hoffman

Total

0

Chico State

Total

Phone
6-6916

0

FG.
1
0
1
(1
2
0

Taylor
Moiso
Swanson
Calderhead
Hammerstron
Dison
S c h l u e t e r ft
Siegal
Whitmar

3

0

FT. P.
1

3

1

1

1

3

0
0
2
6
0
0
1 13
0 ft
0
8

0
4

SECOND GAME

0

14

6

34

Pacific
FG.
1
0
4

Higgins
Hoffman
McWilliams
Avery
Dunlap
Doyle
Koehler
Adamina
Total

2
1

3

1
1

Chico State

Taylor
H a m m e r s t r o n ft
Swanson
Calderhead
Schlueter
Whitmar
Siegal
Moiso
Total

FT. P.
1
1
0
y
0
8
1
5
0
2
1
7
o
2
0
2

12

3

27

FG. FT. P.
0
0
0
0
0
2 ft
2

5
4

1
0
14

4

2 ft
1 11
1
9
2
4
0
0
6

34

Have You a
"YEN"
for a

SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH
and
DINNER

TYPEWRITER

2043 Pacific Avenue

CLOWES' DAIRY
: Farm
West's Lane

Rig-gins

FG. FT. P.
4
1
9

"WHERE THE FOOD
IS ALWAYS GOOD"

Fountain—Curb Service

See All Makes at

STANDARD
Office Equipment Co.

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
'DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4013

340 E. Weber
— Dial 6-6627
TERMS - - RENTALS

$27 in Coupons for $1
The
merchants
whose
signa
tures apear in this ad, person
ally guarantee to honor coupons
if p r e s e n t e d b e f o r e J a n . 1 , 1940.
This
is their method of ad
vertising, hoping to please you and
make you a regular customer.

Plans Progressing
For All-College
Ski Tourney
Plans for the all-college ski meet
to be held on March 25, are now
under way according to Dick
Swayne, president of the organiza
tion. All members of amateur
standing of the College of the Pa
cific and Stockton Junior College
will be eligible to enter the meet
o

Faculty Cagers
Trim Sonora
Led by their high scoring for
ward, Ralph Francis, the College
of Pacific Faculty evened up their
basketball series with Sonora's
Faculty cagers last Tuesday eve
ning with a 21 to 12 victory.

With the First
Breath of Spring
Comes the desire to
dig in the earth, to
plant and to see things
New.
See the new Athletic
Shirts, Jewelry, College
Stationery,
Tennis
Balls, New Type Elec
tric Lamp, Swimming
Caps. And our large
assortment of Candies.
Yours for Service

THE COLLEGE
BOOK STORE
"ON THE CAMPUS
FOR YOU"

Sacramento J. C.
To Be Test
For Locals
Stockton Junior College faces the
Panthers of Sacramento J. C. in
their initial tennis match at the
Capital City tomorrow at 10 o'clock.
Coach Chris Kjeldsen will take
five men to Sacramento with
Stewart Browne, Francis Banchlo,
Bill Hunefeld, Wilfred Traphagen,
and either Karl Stone or Hugh
Hutchins playing in that order.
UNKNOWN QUANTITY
The recent bad weather has
handicaped the Jaysees in their
workouts and Coach kjeldsen isn't
too optimistic about their chances
against the strong Panther netmen.
Little is known of the Sacramento
aggregation, except they boast the
services of a strong holdover team
from last year. Jack Gurley, rank
ing California Junior singles player,
may be on hand to give Browne a
severe test.
During the past week challenge
matches for positions on the team
have been hotly contested and sev
eral changes have been made in
ladder standings.
HOW THEY RANK
The ladder standings at this
time are: Francis Banchio, Stewart
Browne, Bill Hunefeld, Wilfred
Traphagen, Hugh Hutchins, Karl
Stone, Earl Smith, Ben Hamm, Ray
Hoffman, and Allen Breed.
The chances of the Cubs were
affected by the news that Maurice
Cohen will be inelegible this sea
son. He was counted on to furnish
valuable support in the present
campaign.
o

Pacific Golfers
Invade Aggie
Links Today

Intramural Tradp'
Meet Postpone
Trials To Be Held Monday Aftern
Finals Tuesday, Weather Permittin
Postponing the annual intramural track meet I
Monday afternoon due to the heavy rains, Coach "Et
Jackson and his cindermen will have to work ove:
next week to be ready for their initial intercollejj • n>
meet of the season Friday with Modesto Junior C<rAo

Forensic

Intramural
Track Record

Hazel Dare Play ,
Begins Monday

Headed this year by Pacificite
Jerry Gundert, the Tiger golf squad
opens its 1939 golf campaign this
afternoon journeying to Davis to
exchange puts with the farmer
boys from California Aggies.
The Cal Aggie tournament begins
the Pacific schedule, closely fol
lowed by several matches including
San Mateo, Modesto, and Sacra
mento junior colleges.
Arrangements have been made
to schedule competition with San
Francisco State, while other possi
bilities now pending include San
Jose and Fresno State, Stanford
freshmen, and Menlo Junior Col
lege.
California freshmen have com
pletely billed their 1939 season,
otherwise a match between Pacific
Traveling to Santa Clara this aft and California would have been
ernoon to tangle with the Bronco arranged.
varsity, the Stockton Junior Col
lege swimming team moves into
their second aquatic contest of the
1939 season with confidence of
avenging their 47-24 defeat at the
hands of the Stanford Frosh last
Friday.
Considering the exhibition put on
by the Palo Alto aquatic stars, the
local Cubs did themselves proud
in snaring two first places and
four seconds in the meet. Van
Dyke took a first in the 150-yard
backstroke and Davies copped top
diving honors on the ten-foot
springboard.

J. C. Swimmers
Meet Broncos
This Afternoon

Ail

Telephone 6-6966

'The Campus Barbersh
i ni i i i i i i i i i ui i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i

Stockton, California
A

b o o k c o n t a i n i n g J27.00 w o r t h
of c o u p o n s m a y b e b o u g h t f o r
o n l y $1.00 f r o m C h u r c h i l l
Adv.
Service, Hotel Sutter, Stockton.
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Final F. W. C.
Standings
W.
Cal Aggies
8
Chico State
5
Nevada
3
PACIFIC
3
Fresno State .... 2

L.
0
3
5
6
6

Pet.
1.000
.625
.375
.250
.250

SPORT COATS
and SLACKS
It's a national trend for Spring—this "dt-ess-up
and relax" style for men.

Chili Beans - Sandwiches
Fountain Service

Mrs. Holman's
1603 Pacific Ave.

Skis, Ski Poles
Toboggans For Rent

BLANEY & SPECKENS

We know you'll

agree the new Bravo and McKeegan Sport
Coats and Slacks are a perfect answer. They're
rough he-man fabrics styled in a sensible
drape that fits you

easily and naturally.
v

You'll find top style with comfort in Bravo
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Visit our new Sport Shop

Open Till 2 A. M.

INCORPORATED

r"°»

( tTake it easy >>

Sport Coats

For Your Convenience
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FOR RENT

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO
Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street
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McWILLIAMS COPS HIGH
POINT HONORS FOR
1939 CAGE SEASON

Francismen Win
Opener; Fade In
Final Encounter

Pacific

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

Alex

JayseeRacket
Team Meets
Panthers

MARDI GRAS

312-317
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PAT MIRAGUO'S Br"RJo & MtKiiSAN
MOTOR SERVICE
fo r men — for boys
2405 PACIFIC AVE.
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